
What Live-Action Roleplaying Games Do Well

- High-altitude comparison between larps and other
mediums

- What makes larps work?

- Designing/writing to those strengths



What Styles of LARP?

- Theater-ish style games, of varying size and
length

- At least the kind where writers set up the
characters and plots (“character sheets”)

- Probably has some application to ongoing
boffer/campaign larps

- Most of my experience is with pseudo-competitive
games with little NPC involvement (if not all PvP)

- Not getting into Nordic style, very experimental
forms, or non-entertainment variations
(psychodrama, sociodrama, etc.)



Disclaimer

- The talk is subject to my biases in regards to
game styles and play styles

- Hopefully it is applicable to many different styles

- . . . but my tastes are certainly on display here



Part I: Comparisons With Other Mediums

- Live-Action · Roleplaying · Game

- All 3 are important to define the medium

- If splitting hairs, “LRPG” instead of LARP



Comparisons: Live-Action

- Visceral and “real”

- Moreso that almost any other medium; even better
than a movie or video game

- Comparable to improv, or commedia dell’arte

- Sometimes comparable to debate, sport, or other
performance competitions



Comparisons: Roleplaying

- Think and choose as a character

- Get inside their head

- Think, feel, and react as they do

- Comparable to tabletops (obviously), and method
acting

- Also comparable to choose-your-own-adventure
books (or Bioware games)

- Most video game RPGs don’t really compare here



Comparisons: Game

- A good game is designed to be exciting, or at
least not boring

- Engages competitive and exploratory impulses
better than books, movies, etc.

- Obviously comparable to a the wide field of
gaming, though larping is usually much more
organic that other forms



Example: Why is a Book Awesome?

You can experience great depth of character, imagining their
every experience, and epic visions that could never be

realized outside the mind’s eye.



Example: Why is a Movie Awesome?

You can experience a grand audio visual experience (of
giant robots smashing each other), spectacular vision,
seeing actors’ talents, beautiful cinematography, tight

editing, and a moving score all come together.



Example: Why is a Tabletop Awesome?

You can build a character, overcome challenges, and play
out years, even decades, of growth and accomplishment, all

while spending time with friends around a table.



Example: Why is a MMO Awesome?

You can go on epic raids, collect epic loot, experience all the
joys and pitfalls of teamwork, along with uniquely deep

game mechanics, all in real-time.



Example: Why is a Larp Awesome?

You can experience the visceral rush of actually being a
character, acting and feeling and choosing as them, dealing

with their accomplishments and their consequences, all
while running around in costumes with people.



Part II: So What Sets Larps Apart?

- Emergent play

- Immersion and immediacy



Emergent Play

- Once players start playing, games take on a life of
their own

- A game does not follow a script

- Characters have choice and agency (“free will and
opposable thumbs”)

- The game becomes a microcosm of
interdependent PCs bouncing off of each other

- This makes it unpredictable and organic, rather
than a sequence of pregenerated content



Biased Aphorism #1

Choice is the fundamental unit of roleplaying.



Immersion and Immediacy

- Real-time, so there’s no dithering about your
thought process

- Has the potential to produce legitimately natural
and instinctive reactions

- Tabletop: “You walk around the corner and there’s
a zombie. What do you do?” “We’ll I’m probably
scared, but I’ve seen one before. I roll to see how
stunned I am.”

- Larp: You actually walk around the corner, and
there’s a zombie. Your reaction is real. Do you
flinch? Do you yell? Do you draw your weapon
and fight? Are you fast enough?



Part III: How to Take Advantage of These Strengths?

- Design plots to catalyze gameplay

- Leverage conflict and emergence

- Work with player psychology instead of against it

- Keep mechanics tight



Plots That Catalyze Gameplay

- In static fiction, “plot” is the set of events the
characters go through

- But larps don’t have scripts, so “plot” is more like
a network of tension

- Motivations/goals create tension, conflict, and risk

- Tension and conflict create engaging play,
through choice, action, drama, and catharsis

- . . . you’re creating a system of “plots” that will
lead to many good stories emerging — that
system should feel rich, varied, and complex

- Plot exists to be fun, not to consume time



Biased Aphorism #2

Plot is not how a character spends time in game.
Plot is why a character spends time in game.



Game Design for Fun and Profit

- Plots deserve just as much, if not more, game
design/theory attention as mechanics

- Think of them as an elaborate economy of
motivations and resources — including the
“knowledge economy” and “trust economy”

- Game theory is not only useful for gamist
playstyles — good drama thrives off of it, too

- Good design uses risk, reward, and other
incentives to encourage non-boring behavior:
progress requires interacting with other PCs,
taking chances, etc.

- Look to designs that build off of social interaction
or asymmetric goals: Poker, Mafia, Diplomacy,
Monopoly. . .



Biased Aphorism #3

If choice is the fundamental unit of roleplaying,
and game theory is the study of strategic decision making,

then it makes sense that they go well together.



Leveraging Conflict

- Conflict is the major driver of plot

- It creates tension and drama (“doubt in the
outcome”) high stakes conflict creates risk —
both create excitement, engagement, and fun

- “Dramatic conflict only happens when each
character has a stake in the outcome.”

- Conflict engages competitive impulses, which
tend to be strong — “bleed” working to your
advantage

- Resolution of conflict can drive catharsis and
further drama (and can lead to more conflict)



Leveraging PvP

- Not all conflict is PvP, but the healthiest (for the
game) usually is

- PvE (and NPCs) are not as efficient at energizing a
game or creating risk

- Puzzles and obstacles take time to write, and NPC
opposition needs to be managed — whereas you
can put the PCs in a jar and shake it, and they can
entertain themselves

- NPCs are often hamstrung — playing to a script,
second-guessing difficulty / meta-knowledge /
narrative outcome — “burden of encounter,”
limited agency

- Whereas PCs usually don’t need to angst about all
that — anything with less agency than a PC is a
comparatively boring adversary



Death?

- “Free will and opposable thumbs” are what make
people dangerous — trying to make them “safe”
requires removing those

- Given high enough stakes, character death is a
natural consequence of character conflict

- Players will want to play to their strategy, and
likely want to remove their opposition’s ability to
affect things (i.e. agency) — killing a PC is often
the least frustrating way to do that

- Not all PvP is murder! However, willingness to die
and willingness to kill are natural thresholds of
motivation

- Risk of loss is what makes success fun — risk of
death is natural in crisis, and meshes well with the
player’s desire to continue playing the game
(again, “bleed” working to your advantage)



Leveraging Emergence

- You are not telling a story

- You are creating tension, conflict, and choices,
and letting the stories tell themselves

- You don’t control any single plot; you try to get
characters to interact (“shake the jar”)

- Some plots fizzle, some choices end up as false
choices, some characters die

- Design is a statistical, dynamic sociology problem
— an economy of PCs, rather than a cast of
characters



Biased Aphorism #4

If the best story a player has is a rehashing of something
from their sheets, you have failed them.



Player Psychology, Social Morality

- PC plots are often a) important or even epic b)
exciting and urgent c) possibly nefarious —
characters are under stress

- PCs answer to each other, not to the imaginary
people they don’t interact with — NPCs are either
abstract (a sign on a wall, a rule, etc.) or part-time

- Roleplaying has a cognitive load, which is
amplified by character interactions and emotions
— immersion is easier to maintain with concrete
things

- It’s easy to forget/ignore external imaginary things
— costuming, sets, and production values greatly
help immersion



Working with Player Psychology

- Given enough time, most games will resemble
Lord of the Flies, with a particular psychology
(social morality) — stress + isolation + drama

- In ongoing boffer larps, this is more like a small,
insular village

- Forcing a different, artificial social morality can
cause cognitive dissonance: artificial limitations
irritate PCs

- A long-winded scenario or elaborate fictional
morals aren’t enough to alter immersive behavior
(time and emotional investment to internalize)

- You need significant “bleed” from real life to
override natural responses to (in-game) crisis



Design Challenge

- Dogma-99-style challenge:

- All things with agency are PCs, and all NPCs
are represented as simply and unobtrusively as
possible

- If it’s not actively opposed by at least 1 other
PC, it’s not a plot

- If a PC is not willing to die or kill for it, it’s not a
major plot



Tight Mechanics

- “Tight” mechanics are elegant and intuitive, and
players want to use them — “this will solve my
problem”

- If plots create tensions and conflict, then
mechanics resolve tensions and conflict

- If a mechanic is adding constraints, those
constraints should create tension or conflict (add
risk, make choices more interesting, etc.)

- Simplicity and restraint are your friends



Mechanical Incentives

- Action is generally open-ended, wherein the
players will find creative ways around constraints

- Social, strategic elements (who is helping who,
etc.) tend to be dominant factors (strategy usually
dictates outcome more than mechanics)

- Mechanics can incentivize behavior (thus
influence plot), but not script or control it

- Best if incentives feed back into plot, not away:
monetize people and their help, don’t monetize
time (don’t encourage time-wasting)

- Making something abstractly “hard” won’t
discourage it, it will incentivize brute-force
behavior (and grumbling players)



Indulgences

- Sometimes you do have a specific story to tell

- Sometimes you want a mechanic for its own sake

- Sometimes you just want a trope to play out

- Sometimes an idea is too funny to pass up

- These indulgences are fine, as long as you
understand that they are indulgences

- They can add expressive depth, in moderation

- Much like with grammar, if you know it well
enough, you can break it to good effect


